ASK MANU ITALIANO

How to use the particle NE
Part.2

We continue our journey to unveil all the secrets of this little grammatical monster we call NE.
This is the second Episode of Ask Manu Italiano dedicated to this topic. Make sure you watch and
study Episode 23 before moving on to this episode.

▷ NE in compound tenses
Whenever we need to use NE in a compound tenses, that is verbal tenses made up of two parts:
the auxiliary verb and the past participle - N
 E will cause the AGREEMENT of the past particles
with the noun that NE is replacing.
Some compound tenses that you are familiar with are the PASSATO PROSSIMO (the tense I used
in this lesson's examples) and FUTURO ANTERIORE. The actual tense does not matter here. What
matters is that it is a compound tense with a past participle!
By AGREEMENT we mean that the past participle will change its form to reflect the g
 ender
(masculine or feminine) and n
 umber (singular or plural) of the thing that NE is replacing.

▷ An example
QUANTE TORTE AVETE COMPRATO?
How many cakes have you bought?
NE ABBIAMO COMPRATE TRE.
We bought three (of them)
Since here the NE is replacing "the cakes", which in Italian is feminine plural, the past participle of
the verb has to also be feminine plural (COMPRATE).
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It would be incorrect to say:
*** NE ABBIAMO COMPRATO TRE.

▷ Another example
QUANTI PANINI AVETE COMPRATO?
How many sandwiches have you bought?
NE ABBIAMO COMPRATI 50.
We bought 50 (of them).
Here the NE is replacing "the sandwiches", which in Italian is masculine plural, so the past
participle of the verb has to also be masculine plural (COMPRATI).

▷ BUT careful!
When the noun that NE is replacing is served or comes in a container, then the AGREEMENT will
happen with the container, not the actual thing that we are replacing. Hold on, here's what I
mean!

▷ For example
If you had too much wine and said:
HO ESAGERATO CON IL VINO...
I went overboard with the wine...
And then specified how much you had:
NE HO BEVUTI TRE BICCHIERI
I drank 3 glasses (of the wine)
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NE HO BEVUTE TRE BOTTIGLIE
I drank 3 bottles (of the wine)
As you can see the agreement of the past particles changes to masculine plural in the first
sentence, but it changes to feminine plural in the second, But N
 E is still referring to the wine,
right? Yes and no! It's referring to the container of the wine.
So we had 3 glasses/bicchieri (masculine plural) or 3 bottles/bottiglie (feminine plural).
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FLUENT IN ITALIAN: THE PROGRAM THAT DELIVERS!
Have you tried learning Italian in the past with little to
no success?
If so, you need our program!
From Zero To Italian is designed to take you from
“zero” - not knowing any Italian - all the way to
fluency.

What do I get in the courses?
●

Video lessons with Manu - It’s just like having your own private tutor with you every
step of the way

●

Assignments - submit your work and voice recordings for personalized feedback on your
pronunciation and grammar!

●

Dictation, comprehension and translation exercises

●

Real Italian conversations - practice your listening and comprehension skills and
improve the way you speak Italian!

●

Interactive quizzes - self correcting and with detailed explanations of all correct answers

ENROLL IN A COURSE NOW!
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▷ Another scenario: NE alongside another pronoun
Whenever the N
 E appears alongside another pronoun, NE takes the second position and the first
pronoun c
 hanges its vowel from I t o E.
Say what?
Let's say that your sentence has an indirect object (let's say "to you") and a noun which we are
referring to in terms of quantity (therefore replaced by NE), this would happen:
QUANTI REGALI MI PORTI?
How many presents are you bringing me?
TI PORTO 4 REGALI.
I bring you 4 presents. (Literally: to you I bring 4 presents)
The TI here means "TO YOU". Right?

Cool! But we could save time and words by also replacing the word REGALI. Well, the NE would
need to be used here, since we are talking about the QUANTITY of a noun that we are replacing.
So we should have:
*** TI NE PORTO 4.
But we don't like the sound of that. So we say:
TE NE PORTO 4.
I bring you 4 (of them, the presents). (Literally: To you of them I bring 4).
The TI changed its vowel to E.
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▷ This is how Indirect Object Pronouns change when preceding NE

(TO ME)

MI

->

ME

(TO YOU)

TI

->

TE

(TO HIM)

GLI

->

GLIE

( TO HER)

LE

->

GLIE

( TO US)

CI

->

CE

( TO YOU GUYS)

VI

->

VE

( TO CHEM)

GLI

->

GLIE

▷ SOME EXAMPLES
So, for example, we could say:
ME NE DAI DUE (You give me two of them)
TE NE DO DUE (I give you two of them)
GLIENE DO DUE (I give him/her two of them)
CE NE DAI DUE (You give us two of them)
VE NE DO DUE (I give you guys two of them)
GLIENE DO DUE (I give them two of them)

Yes, G
 LIENE can mean "to him", "to her", "to them" P
 LUS NE.
There is no confusion in this, since we can only use pronouns when the noun that they are
replacing is already known. In English, I can't say "him" unless we know who you are talking about.
What guy? Can't say THEM, unless we know of THEY are. Same in Italian.
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▷ Mystery solved (from Ask Manu Italiano Episode 23)
Remember the sentence:
SONO ANDATO IN UFFICIO ALLE 9 E NE SONO USCITO SOLO ORA!
I went to the office at 9 and only got out now!
We were trying to understand we used NE to replace "the office" and not CI, which is the particle
that we usually use to replace places.
Have you had time to think about it?
So, yes. C
 Id
 oes replace places.
For example:
VADO A ROMA.
I'm going to Rome.
CI VADO DOMANI.
I'm going (there) tomorrow.
CON CHI CI VAI?
WHo are you going (there) with?
With whom are you going (there)?
CI replaces a place much like THERE does that in English.
NE, as you may recall from Episode 23, kinda means "OF IT" or "OF THEM" or "OF THAT".
Try replacing "the office" of our mystery sentence with both and see what happens.
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WITH NE (the right particle):
SONO ANDATO IN UFFICIO ALLE 9 E NE SONO USCITO SOLO ORA
We'd have:
I went to the office at 9 and only got out OF IT now!
WITH CI (the wrong particle):
SONO ANDATO IN UFFICIO ALLE 9 E CI SONO USCITO SOLO ORA
We'd have:
I went to the office at 9 and only got out THERE now!
See, it doesn't work. It doesn't make sense, or at least, it does not render the idea we were trying
to confer.
So NE is the right particle for this sentence!

▷ To sum things up…
The K
 EY to using N
 E is that "OF" idea.
That is, NE kinds means:

▷ OF SOMETHING ( of it, of them, of that thing...)

▷ OF SOMEBODY (of him/his, of her/hers, of them/theirs)
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▷ YOUR NOTES
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